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Topicality. The present day reality shows the interna-

tional relations expansion of Ukraine and its integration 

into the world community. Under such conditions, more 

and more attention has paid to the study of foreign lan-

guages, as it applies to all spheres of life where foreign 

languages are the key to the development of international 

relations, the holding of scientific conferences, the cultural 

exchange between representatives of different countries 

and the exchange of information. 
The significance of foreign language skills can hardly 

be overestimated today, as evidenced by the following inter-

national events: 2016 was declared the year of English, 2017 

was the year of German, and the XXI century is called the 

Polyglots’ Century by UNESCO, which means that knowl-
edge of foreign languages is an indispensable prerequisite 

for the development of education in modern society. 

Education reform poses increased demands on the 

measurement of knowledge, skills and abilities of student 

youth in modern conditions. The introduction of a thematic 
system of knowledge and skills accounting sets the task 

before the teacher, in addition to traditional forms of check-

ing the results of learning activities, to practice more and 

written forms of control. The problem of evaluation is pri-

marily due to the fact that the control should be objective 

and give full information about the results of the educational 
process. Consequently, it is necessary to search for modern 

methods and means of accounting and evaluation of knowl-

edge and skills. 

Historiography.The study of the subject of our study 

was devoted to the work of such scholars as  

Tsvetkova Z.M.1, Artemova V.A.2, Lado R.3, Bennet I.A.4, 

Galperin P.Ya.5, Sklyarenko N.K.6 

The practical orientation of teaching a foreign lan-

guage defines both methods and objects of control in check-

ing the knowledge, skills and abilities of students. The the-

ory of teaching methods should determine the optimal forms 
and methods of checking not only knowledge but also the 

skills and abilities of students. However, this issue hasn’t 
been resolved yet. Control is so closely associated with the 

content of learning that for many years in a number of tech-

1 Tsvetkova Z. M. “Nekotorie voprosi kontrolya i ucheta” [Some Issues of Control and Accounting], “Ynostrannye yaziky v shkole” [Foreign 
languages at school], M., 1957, № 4, P. 79. 
2 Artemov V. A. Psykholohyya obuchenyya ynostrannym yazukam [Psychology of teaching foreing languages],  M., 1968, P. 149. 
3  Robert Lado. Movne testuvannya [Language testing], N'yu York, 1964, P. 276 
4 Bennet V.A. Aspekty movy ta navchannya movy [Aspects of language and language teaching], Kembridzh, 1968, P. 97. 
5 Hal'peryn P. Ya. Osnovnye rezul'tatu yssledovanyy po probleme formyrovanyya umstvennukh deystvyy y ponyatyy [The main results of investi-

gations on the problem of cognitive action formation in notion], M., 1963, P. 10. 
6 Sklyarenko N.K. Typolohiya vprav dlya navchannya dilovoho spilkuvannya ta suchasni vymohy do nykh. Navchannya dilovoyi anhliys'koyi 

movy u Skhidniy Yevropi: dlya choho i yak? [Teaching Business English in Eastern Europe: Why and How?], Mizhnarodna naukova konfer-

entsiya:         : tezy dopovidey, Dnipropetrovs'k, 2004, P. 23. 
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niques this question was not discussed7, in other textbooks 

in methodology8, this problem was discussed to certain ex-

tent, but not properly developed. In 1957 Z. M. Tsvetkova 

noted that although the control and accounting of knowledge 

is a very important part of the study, the method of their 
conduct in a foreign language is very poorly developed9. 

Published  articles  covered  the  organization  of  students' 

knowledge control of certain types of speech activity10, 

complex study in all types of speech activity11, in connec-

tion with the application of new methods for identifying 

students' knowledge and problems of programmed learn-

ing12. 

In the collective monograph "The general methodology 

of teaching foreign languages in high school"13 there are 

some methods of control organization in secondary school. 

However, neither the listed articles nor the above work do 
not systematize the most effective methods of control that 

do not elaborate the question of objective indicators for each 

stage of study, do not offer evaluation criteria. With regard 

to  works  that  highlight  the  problem of  accounting  for 

knowledge, skills and abilities in non-philological higher 

education institutions, their list is even more limited. Maga-

zine articles devoted to this question mainly describe the 

methods of tracking the success of a foreign language re-

lated to the use of educational machines. The track record of 

success depends on the degree and purpose of training.  

V.A. Artemov14 believes that the purpose of teaching for-
eign languages determines the process of learning in terms 

of the program, the installation and relations between a stu-

dent and a teacher. Depending on the purpose and degree of 

education,  the  correlation  between  control  of  students' 

knowledge and skills is also changing.  

R. Lado15 fairly criticizes the compilers of the tests that 

they are more concerned with how to conduct tests, rather 

than with linguistic testing problems. Frequently discussed 

questions are: Should I use the translation while controlling 

knowledge? Is it easier to conduct objective tests than other 

types of controls? Are they motivated? How is it possible to 
control productive skills? Such questions become of great 

importance: Do we want to see the degree of the ability to 

understand the spoken language, and do we know what this 

ability involves? Then the following questions are: Does the 

translator check the ability to perceive the language by hear-

ing, to what extent is it economical? Etc. 

Therefore, one cannot solve the problem of control, 

without defining speech skills. Defining speech skills indi-

cators is necessary to identify control objects. At the same 

time, before starting to consider the objects of control in 

teaching foreign languages, it is necessary to briefly define 
what includes the learning process of foreign languages and, 

therefore, what needs to be controlled. The general purpose 

of teaching foreign languages is to practice language profi-

ciency. However, private goals differ in educational institu-

tions of different types. Non-philological higher education 

institutions acquire their own specifics. Universities prepare 

their students directly for practical activities but from differ-
ent specialties, so preparing students to use knowledge of a 

foreign language in connection with the future specialty 

acquires a professional orientation. The foreign language 

program for medical universities considers this discipline as 

an independent course, the main task of which is to provide 

future specialists in various fields of science and technology 

with practical knowledge of a foreign language to the extent 

necessary for the use of language knowledge in their pro-

ductive activities. 

As a matter of fact, the task is to prepare future doctors 

to read articles on the specialty for obtaining scientific and 
medical information, compilation of abstracts and annota-

tions on medical literature in a foreign language. This, in our 

opinion, is the main goal of teaching a foreign language in 

non- non-philological higher education institutions. In addi-

tion, a future specialist needs to develop the ability to use 

oral communication to exchange scientific and professional 

information with foreign specialists in the field of their spe-

cialty at meetings, conferences and seminars. 

It  is  clear  that  the  students’  goals  of  non-  non-

philological higher education institutions in terms of master-

ing a foreign language imply that different types of speech 
activity should be monitored. To master these types of 

speech activity it is necessary that students know particular 

lexical units, grammatical models, rules of reading. Not 

having a sufficient lexical minimum and not being able to 

correctly construct sentences, a person learning a foreign 

language can’t use it as a means of communication (written 
and oral). Acquiring knowledge, skills and abilities of a 

foreign language is in close interconnection. 

Despite all the alternatives, we consider four basic 

skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) as compo-

nents of a single, entire communication act. However, in 
order to more differentiated control of certain knowledge, 

skills and abilities, in order to be able to timely eliminate 

defects in the mastering of any material or mastering any 

skill or understanding, we consider it appropriate to carry 

out not only complex control, but also control of individual 

objects assimilation at each given stage. As you can see, 

testing of speech skills can be the subject of final examina-

tion (final examinations at school, exam in non-philological 

higher education institutions). In this case, the teacher sees 

whether he has achieved the common goal set before him. In 

the process of  training we should  control not only the abil-
ity to operate the linguistic material in the situation of com-

munication, but also the course and degree of assimilation of 

7 Tsetlyn V. S. Metodyka prepodavanyya frantsuzskoho yazyka [Methods of teaching French], M., 1950, P. 60 
8 Rakhmanov Y. V. Metodycheskye ukazanyya o prepodavanyy ynostrannykh yazykov [Methodical instructions on the teaching of foreign lan-

guages.], M., 1945, P. 121 
9 Tsvetkova Z. M. “Nekotorie voprosi kontrolya i ucheta” [Some Issues of Control and Accounting], “Ynostrannye yaziky v shkole” [Foreign 
languages at school], M., 1957, № 4, P. 79. 
10 Antonova Y. Y., Fylyasova L. A. “Proverka rechevykh umenyy y navykov v protsesse raboty nad ykh razvytyem” [Verification of speech skills 

in the process of working on their development], «Ynostannye yazyky v shkole» [Foreign languages at school], M., 1961, N. 3, P. 61. 
11 Shyrokov E. D. “Dyfferentsyrovannyy uchet znanyy  navykov po nemetskomu yazyku” [Differential accounting of knowledge and skills in 

German], «Ynostrannye yazyky v shkole» [Foreign languages at school], M., 1961, N. 3, P.70. 
12  Volodyn N. V. “Metodyka obratnoy svyazy” [Feedback method], Ynostrannye yazyky v shkole, [Foreign languages at school], M., 1964, N. 4, 

P. 39. 
13 Zahal'ni metody navchannya inozemnoyu movoyu u shkoli ["General teaching methods for foreign languages in high school"], M., 1967,  P. 24 
14 Artemov V. A. Psykholohyya obuchenyya ynostrannym yazukam [Psychology of teaching foreing languages], M., , 1968, P. 149. 
15 Robert Lado. Movne testuvannya [Language testing], N'yu York, 1964. 
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the corresponding linguistic material, without which this 

ability can’t be realized. This approach ensures detection of 
gaps in students' possession of lexical material, the degree of 

its readiness for updating during all stages of training, in the 

process of formation of skills. In our opinion, controlling the 
language skills, it is necessary to check not only the skill, 

but also its components. U. A. Bennett16 offers a scheme of 

speech skills that can act as an object of control when test-

ing the proficiency of a foreign language. The basis of the 

scheme is the various combinations of the seven compo-

nents: the stimulus (S), the reaction (R), written reaction 

(W), expressed in speech (S), expressed by the situation 

(Sit), the native language (L1), the foreign language (L2): 

I. Pronunciation (Speech) 

A. Fast Speech (Continuous) (Sustained Speech): 

1. In the real or depictured situation Ssit - R3L2; 
2. Oral expression of something written; Sw; (L1) (L2) -

Rs; 

3. Discussion of the statement (Ss (L1) (L2) - RSL2. 

B. Conversation: 

1. In the real or depicted situation SSit - RSL2; 

2. Discussion of something written Sw (L1) (L2) - Rs L2; 

3. Dialogue. 

II. Listening and Oral Comprehension: 

1. Listening (Resultant Activity) Ss L2 - Rsit; 

2. Written Summary of Listening Activity (Written 

Summary) SsL2 - Rw (L1) (L2); 
3. Oral Summary RsL2 - RS (L1) (L2); 

4. Answer questions: 

a) the student’s answer  (Constructed response) SSL2 - 

Rs W (L1) (L2); 

b)  selecting  one  option  from  a   proposed  series 

(Multiple choice) SSL2-R (L1) (L2). 

III. Writing: 

1. In the real or depicted situation SSit - Rw L2; 

2. Writing a narration based on notes or completing a 

narrative (SwL2 - RWL2; 

3. Critical analysis, essay (based on a written text), Sw, 
L2 - RwL2; 

4. Summary of the listened material, description or 

narration S, L2 - Rw L2. 

IV. Reading SL2 - Rsit: 

1. Self-reading (Resultant Activity); 

2. Written Summary SS, L2-Rw, (L1) (L2); 

3. Oral Summary SwL2 - RS (L1) (L2). 

U. A.  
Bennet proposes to include these skills in order to de-

termine the general preparedness of students. For students of 
a non-philological higher educational institution all these 

skills are not obligatory, as in the limited period of studying 

a foreign language, we can only impose limited require-

ments. 

For students of non-philological high schools in the I-II 

stages of learning the ability to read, that is, to receive infor-

mation from the printed text, is the most important result of 

studying this subject. The perception of speech on hearing 

also seems to be one of the basic skills in learning a foreign 

language in general and in a medical university in particular, 

since it enables the future doctors to use not only written but 
also oral information on the required specialty. As to the 

writing in a foreign language, students of medical universi-

ties are offered limited requirements, which are reduced to 

the ability to make an annotation to the course work, a di-

ploma in a foreign language. Speaking a foreign language 

for students of a medical institution includes the ability to 
answer questions and make brief reports on the topics stud-

ied.  

It should be noted that skills depend on the aspect of 

speech activity. In pedagogy the skill refers to the knowl-

edge and practice based on the readiness of a person to suc-

cessfully carry out certain activities17. There are as many 

skills as many various specific types of human activities. 

Skills in the field of speech activity are a kind of mental 

activity, and as any human actions, have certain parameters. 

P.Ya. Galperin18, speaking about the basic parameters 

of human action, believes that the action always has one or 
another degree of generalization, is carried out with differ-

ent completeness of operations and with varying degrees of 

development. These indicators are the constant properties of 

human action, and, since they have different degrees, they 

are considered to be the  main parameters. By combining 

certain indicators of these parameters, other properties of 

action are obtained, and among them such important ones as 

wisdom, consciousness, etc. Instead, these parameters help 

to understand the variety of properties of human action, est-

ablish their relationship and outline the ways of forming the 

desired properties and the way of their control. Undoub-
tedly, human activity consists of a number of different actio-

ns. Therefore, language skills also consist of a number of 

private skills, which should be subject to control when che-

cking students' knowledge. In addition, from our point of 

view, the nature of personal skills, which should become a 

special object of control, is determined by the main goal of 

forming this complex skill. Consequently, since the main 

purpose of forming speech skills in a foreign language is to 

provide communication in a rather limited area of activity, 

the objects of control should be those parameters of speech 

skills that determine the communicative nature of speech 
activity in this field. 

From this perspective, we’ll try to formulate a list of 
skills that determine the communicative nature of each type 

of speech activity. 

A) When checking abilities in reading aloud in non-

philological  higher  educational  establishments  are  con-

trolled: 

1) the pace of reading; 2) intonation, which provides a 

distinction between the communicative purpose of the state-

ment; 3) rhythm and logical reading of the text, which pro-

vide a degree of comprehension of reading and perception 
of the text; 4) the degree of normativity of the pronunciation 

of individual sounds; 5) correct pronunciation of the corre-

sponding letter combinations. 

B) Silent reading includes: 1) checking understanding 

of the general contents of the reading material; 2) the num-

ber of information units that the learner can extract from 

the text; 3) the time taken to receive information from the 

text; 4) the degree of adequacy of the elaborated informa-

tion. 

In the non-philological universities in order to deter-

mine the ability of silent reading understanding of particu-

16  Bennet V.A. Aspekty movy ta navchannya movy [Aspects of language and language teaching], Kembridzh, 1968, P. 97. 
17 Psykholohiya [Psychology], K., 1968, P. 434. 
18 Hal'peryn P. Ya. Osnovnye rezul'taty yssledovanyy po probleme formyrovanyya umstvennykh deystvyy y ponyatyy [The main results of 

research on the problem of the formation of mental actions and concepts], M., 1963, P. 10. 
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lar sentence fragments, then understanding of passages 

(main idea, details, sequence of events) is controlled, and 

finally, control of ability to conclude, make abstract, sum-

mary of reading. 

B) While checking the speech perception, the subjects 
to control are: 

1) understanding the language of different pace; 2) 

understanding of a language of different durations of sound; 

3) understanding the language of different people; 4) under-

standing language perceived from the technical equipment; 

5) the degree of adequacy of the information that is being 

extracted. 

G) When speaking is controlled several parameters are 

taken into account: 1) correct pronunciation of sounds in a 

foreign language; 2) the intonation and rhythm of the 

speaker; 3) the correctness of  use of grammatical models; 
4) speed of speech; 5) the correctness of  use of lexical ma-

terial and the degree of idiomatic language. 

Dialogue speech takes into account the understanding 

of the interlocutor. 

D) In checking the written expression of thoughts in a 

foreign language, the following should be taken into ac-

count: 1) the number of units of information; 2) communica-

tive value; 3) knowledge of grammatical models; 4) knowl-

edge of the meaning of words; 5) spelling knowledge of 

words. 

The control of each skill indirectly involves controlling 
the acquisition of relevant knowledge: 1) grammatical mod-

els; 2) vocabulary; 3) pronunciation; 4) the rules of reading. 

As for the control, in addition to the teacher's control, 

there is also mutual control and self-control. During the 

study, direct control is used, as well as selective control by 

the teacher19. 

Communicative training exercises should contain: an 

obligatory three-component structure (task, task execution 

and task control)20. 

Consequently, in addition to other factors, skills in the 

non- philological higher educational establishments serve as 
direct control objects, and knowledge becomes objects of 

control indirectly,  manifesting themselves in appropriate 

skills. The different nature of knowledge determines the 

different nature of their allocation. If knowledge expresses 

the ability to give a verbal definition of the phenomenon, 

then knowledge of vocabulary is checked directly in percep-

tion and making of statements, knowledge of other aspects 

of speech - indirectly through the appropriate skill. 

At the same time, both skills and knowledge have 

qualitative parameters. In modern didactics, knowledge is 

characterized by such parameters as the degree of awareness 
(how comprehensible the rule is), the completeness (whether 

the rule is fully understood), the strength (to what extent the 

rule after learning is stored in memory). It should also be 

noted that all these parameters can help to measure the qual-

ity of mastering. 

Many researchers notice that the character of the lin-

guistic material, which is chosen to test the mastering of this 

or that skill, is determined by: a) the microlanguage of the 

subject under study, b) the degree of learning, c) the aspect 

of speech activity. Numerous studies have shown that to 

check spoken language students are offered conversation 

language, while checking the ability to understand the read-

ing material, they are offered abstracts of speech in a neutral 
style and in the scientific and technical style according to 

students’ specialty and related specialties, etc. However, the 
large number and variety of linguistic material for compre-

hension raises the question of a special selection of material 

units for control. 

R. Lado and his followers, other methodologists sug-

gest testing the most difficult-to-learn phenomena. Lado 

insists on conducting a double linguistic analysis (analysis 

of the forms of a foreign language that is to be tested, and a 

corresponding analysis of the mother tongue of the subjects) 

before the tests are made. Difficulties in learning a foreign 
language arise not in the study of such structures, but in the 

study of the opposite. It is these structures that should be 

tested. 

Of course, medical lexical material for students should 

be carefully selected and checked, but from our point of 

view, control, as well as study, should generally be sub-

jected to the most commonly used language phenomena, 

depending on the type of speech activity, that is, the crite-

rion for the selection of linguistic material for control there 

should be a degree of prevalence of this linguistic phenome-

non in this aspect of speech activity. If the subject of con-
trol, for example, is a skill in the field of spoken language, 

then the linguistic material that is selected to test this skill 

must contain the most common oral communication forms 

of this microstructure, lexical units, grammatical models, 

etc. 

The quality of education is directly related to the as-

sessment system of a student, a teacher, an educational insti-

tution. The more objective the assessment will be, the more 

qualitative education we get, therefore, there is a search for 

qualitative means, methods and technologies for assessing 

educational processes that are correlated with international 
standards21. 

Conclusions. Summarizing the foregoing, we can draw 

the following conclusions: 

1. The basis for the selection of control objects in the 

practical training of a foreign language should be put in a 

system of actions that is part of the complex language skills, 

which is the purpose of training at this stage and in this edu-

cational institution. 

2. Knowledge of linguistic material is not controlled 

directly through the reproduction of verbal definitions of 

rules or words, but indirectly, through skill testing. 
3. The basis for the selection of linguistic material for 

speech skills control should be the degree of prevalence of 

this linguistic phenomenon in the relevant aspect of linguis-

tic activity. 
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19 Metodyka formuvannya profesiyno oriyentovanoyi inshomovnoyi kompetentnosti u studentiv medychnykh ta farmatsevtychnykh vyshiv 

Ukrayiny v umovakh s'ohodennya: dosvid, problemy, innovatsiyi [The method of formation of professionally oriented foreign language 

competence of students of medical and pharmaceutical universities of Ukraine in the present conditions: experience, problems, inno-

vations], Materialy seminaru-narady zaviduvachiv odnoprofil'nykh kafedr inozemnykh ta latyns'koyi mov medychnykh vyshiv Ukrayiny 

(5-6 zhovtnya 2017, Chernivtsi), Chernivtsi, BDMU, 2017, P. 7. 
20 Sklyarenko N.K. Typolohiya vprav dlya navchannya…, op. cit., P. 23. 
21 Psykholohiya [Psychology], K., 1968, P. 434. 
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